Effects of Respiratory Muscle Warm-up on High-Intensity Exercise Performance
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Abstract: Exercise performance is partially limited by the functionality of the respiratory musculature. Training these muscles improves steady-state exercise performance. However, less is known about the efficacy of executing a respiratory muscle warm-up (RWU) immediately prior to high-intensity exercise. Our study purpose was to use a practitioner-friendly airflow restriction device to investigate the effects of a high, medium, or low intensity RWU on short, high-intensity exercise and pulmonary, cardiovascular, and metabolic function. Eleven recreationally active, males (24.9 ± 4.2 y, 178.8 ± 9.0 cm, 78.5 ± 10.4 kg, 13.4% ± 4.2% body fat) cycled at 85% peak power to exhaustion (TTE) following four different RWU conditions (separate days, in random order): (1) high; (2) medium; (3) low airflow inspiration restriction, or no RWU. When analyzed as a group, TTE did not improve following any RWU (4.73 ± 0.33 min). However, 10 of the 11 participants improved ≥25 s in one of the three RWU conditions (average = 47.6 ± 13.2 s), which was significantly better than (p < 0.05) the control trial (CON). Neither blood lactate nor perceived difficulty was altered by condition. In general, respiratory exchange ratios were significantly lower during the early stages of TTE in all RWU conditions. Our findings suggest RWU efficacy is predicated on identifying optimal inspiration intensity, which clearly differs between individuals.
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1. Introduction

Numerous physiological factors such as pH, temperature, neurological input, and substrate availability limit exercise performance. One particularly understudied aspect is the role of the respiratory musculature. The available literature provides clear evidence that fatigue of this system hampers exercise performance [1–4] by inducing a metaboreflex response, which causes sympathetic outflow and a resulting vasoconstriction/reduced oxygen delivery to working muscles [3,5–9]. Fortunately, functional capacity of the respiratory musculature is modifiable. Intentionally restricting airflow during inhalation, exhalation, or both [10–12] forces the respiratory muscles to increase work output to adequately support airflow and gas exchange needs. Improvements in whole-body performance have been found in a variety of sports [12–15] and general exercise settings [16–18] following these types of respiratory exercise. For example, Romer, McConnell, and Jones (2002) reported that chronic respiratory training significantly improved 20 km and 40 km cycling time trial performance by ~3%–5% [12].

Restrictive airflow breathing activities may also improve acute exercise performance by functioning as a pre-exercise respiratory muscle warm-up (RWU). This is of particular importance when engaging in high-intensity exercise. The respiratory muscles have high aerobic capacities, multiple sources of blood supply, and a unique resilience to vasoconstriction; making them naturally fatigue-resistant to low-moderate exercise intensities. However, they are susceptible to fatigue when exercising at intensities greater than 80% of VO₂max for prolonged periods of time [5]. Volianitis and colleagues (1999) understood this phenomenon and sought to examine whether or not a RWU (which presumably improves function of the respiratory muscles) could sufficiently alter high intensity exercise performance.

This was accomplished by comparing performance during a six-minute maximal rowing test following either a sport-specific warm-up or a RWU. The researchers noted the RWU induced a significant increase in rowing distance of 18 m. On the contrary, Johnson et al., (2014) found no change in 10 km cycling time trial performance following a RWU combined with a sport specific warm-up (compared to a sport specific warm-up alone). Thus, while RWU appears helpful when utilized prior to short duration, high-intensity rowing, its effectiveness may be eliminated when cycling. Further examination of this speculation is important given the popularity of high-intensity cycling among personal trainers, strength and conditioning coaches, and health professionals.

Confusing the matter even more, the intensity (i.e., amount of airflow restriction) and volume of the RWU significantly affect its outcome. Most studies report success when implementing two sets of 30 respiratory cycles at 40% of maximal inspiratory pressure [1–15,18]. Higher intensity restriction actually fatigues the system, while less restriction is insufficient [19]. Measurement of maximal inspiratory pressure typically requires specialized, expensive equipment. Practitioners attempting to implement a RWU are unlikely to possess such devices. However, less expensive RWU devices that allow manipulation of airflow restriction intensity are commercially available, but lack scientific scrutiny. Therefore, the purpose of this study was to utilize one of these practitioner friendly devices to
investigate the effects of a high, medium, or low intensity RWU on cycling time to exhaustion and pulmonary, cardiovascular, and metabolic function.

2. Materials and Method

2.1. Study Design

This study was designed to investigate the effectiveness of three different RWU intensities on exercise performance. Day 1 consisted of baseline measurements and familiarization of the RWU protocol. On Days 2–5, participants performed a RWU with either high (HI), medium (MID), or low (LO) amounts of airflow restriction (or no RWU CON) immediately prior to a cycling test to exhaustion (TTE). Each trial (HI, MID, LO, CON) was separated by at least 48 h, and the order of each trial was randomized. Exercise performance and measures of pulmonary, cardiovascular, and metabolic function were collected and analyzed during each of the four trials.

2.2. Study Controls

Trial order was randomized via a Latin Squares design, with each trial occurring at least 48, but no more than 96, h apart. All trials occurred in the morning between 6:00 and 10:00 am, with each trial occurring ±1 h from the first experimental visit for each individual participant. To ensure training status did not change throughout the study, participants kept a training log for the week prior to their first testing session. Activity levels were then mimicked and recorded throughout the duration of their involvement in the study. Participants were asked to refrain from exercise for the 36 h before testing and were encouraged to sleep ≥8 h the night before each test. Similar measures were taken for dietary intake during the 24 h period that preceded each individual testing session. Participants fasted 12 h prior to each testing session. Nonetheless, three participants were removed from the study because of significant differences in their carbohydrate intake the 24 h prior to one or more of their trials. To ensure sufficient hydration, participants were instructed to drink water the night before (~1000 mL) and the morning of (~500 mL) testing. Hydration status was monitored via urine specific gravity analysis prior to each trial. Recordings of greater than 1.020 resulted in a rescheduling of the exercise trial [20]. No external motivation (e.g., cheering, yelling, music, etc.) was provided or allowed during the RWU, pulmonary testing, or the TTE.

2.3. Participants

Fourteen healthy male recreational exercisers enrolled in the study, but three were removed from the final analyses (n = 11, Table 1). Participants were excluded prior to beginning any activities of the study if they had any prior experience with RWU (or similar) practices. Inclusion criteria required participants be free from any cardiovascular, metabolic, and pulmonary diseases or illnesses that may affect the pulmonary system, or have any joint, musculoskeletal, and/or neuromuscular injuries or pain that may affect their ability to perform maximal cycling exercise. To ensure adequate levels of aerobic fitness, participants were also required to demonstrate a VO\textsubscript{2max} of ≥45 mL·kg\textsuperscript{-1}·min\textsuperscript{-1}. Prior to participating, all volunteers were informed of the risks and signed a document of informed consent. This document, as well as the study, were approved by The University Institutional Review Board.
Table 1. Participant descriptive information.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Mean ± SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (y)</td>
<td>24.9 ± 4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height (cm)</td>
<td>178.8 ± 9.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass (kg)</td>
<td>78.5 ± 10.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body Fat (%)</td>
<td>13.4 ± 4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VO₂max (mL·kg⁻¹·min⁻¹)</td>
<td>54.8 ± 6.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cycling Intensity (W)</td>
<td>274.5 ± 45.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.4. Preliminary Testing

During Visit 1, investigators assessed height and mass via stadiometer (SECA, Ontario, CA, USA) and an electronic scale (Healthometer Toledo ES200L, Ohaus, Pine Brook, NJ, USA), respectively. Body fat percentage was calculated via a three site skinfold protocol from the chest, thigh, and abdomen [21]. Participants then performed a cycle ergometer (Ergomedic 839E, Monarch, Stockholm, Sweden) VO₂max test. Expired gasses were measured using a TRUEMAX 2400 metabolic cart (PARVOMEDICS, Sandy, UT, USA), calibrated before each trial. The test required participants to initially cycle at 50 W for five minutes. The test subsequently increased 25 W every minute until the participant was too exhausted to continue, VO₂ plateaued, heart rate (HR) (Polar Electro Inc., FS1 and TS1, Woodbury, NY, USA) failed to increase despite increasing intensity, a respiratory exchange ratio (RER) greater than 1.15 was achieved, or the participant indicated a rating of perceived exertion (RPE) of greater than 18 [22]. Following the VO₂max test, participants were familiarized with the RWU protocol. This consisted of 2 sets of 30 breaths (1 min rest between sets) [19] while the nose was clipped shut and an air flow inhalation restriction device (O₂ Trainer™, Westwood, CA, USA) was placed in the mouth. The device (Figure 1) was set to the highest restriction setting possible during the familiarization for all participants to ensure they were capable of completing the protocol during HI. Participants were instructed to both inhale and exhale with maximum effort per breath.

2.5. Experimental Trials

Visit 2–5 consisted of either a RWU with HI, MID, or LO airflow restriction, or no RWU of any type (CON), followed by TTE. RWU was accomplished by performing 2 sets of 30 repetitions (1 min rest between sets) of maximal breaths at their normal breathing cadence. During CON, participants rested quietly on the cycle and performed no respiratory warm-up. The time between the end of the warm-up and the start of TTE was matched between all four experimental conditions. Participants used the same device for all familiarization and experimental trials. The specific RWU volumes and intra-set rest intervals used here replicated procedure used in previous studies [13–18]. The device was specifically chosen because it is inexpensive, portable, and allows the amount of airflow restriction to be adjusted (range of 3–13 mm), making it a realistic option for practitioners. Moreover, the device includes a three way valve built into the mouthpiece allowing airflow to be restricted during inhalation, yet unrestricted during exhalation. To contribute to this literature regarding optimal inspiratory intensity, we included RWU conditions across the spectrum of airflow inhalation restriction allowed by the device. Linear changes in airflow restriction diameter settings on the device likely translate into exponential changes in flow rate.
and/or inspiratory pressure. Thus, we chose to perform HI with a 3 mm opening (fitting #13), MID with an 8 mm opening (fitting #7), and LO with a 13 mm opening (fitting #2).

**Figure 1.** Photo of airflow restriction device used for the respiratory warm-up. Interchangeable caps are placed on one side of the device, restricting inhalation of air to the desired diameter, but allowing unrestricted exhalation. The high restriction (HI) warm-up used the 3 mm opening (fitting #13), the medium restriction (MID) used the 8 mm opening (fitting #7), and the low restriction (LO) used the 13 mm opening (fitting #2).

Upon arrival at the laboratory for all experimental trials, participants were assessed for hydration and training/nutrition logs were examined. After verifying compliance with all pre-study controls, participants were fitted to the cycle ergometer and the metabolic mask was sized to the participant’s head and mouth. Personal cycle settings were recorded and reproduced for subsequent trials. After a five minute rest, blood lactate was measured via finger prick of the index finger (Accutrend Lactate Analyzer, Roche Diagnostics, Basel, Switzerland). Participants then performed pulmonary function testing via spirometry (SpiroLab II, SDI Diagnostics, Easton, MA, USA) until three repeatable values were recorded. Volunteers then performed a five minute warm-up at 50 W on the cycle ergometer. Then, while remaining on the cycle, they performed the appropriate RWU protocol. Another pulmonary function assessment was conducted following the completion of the last set of RWU. This testing, and all pre-TTE preparations (e.g., mask set-up, etc.) were completed within two minutes of completing the cycling warm-up. TTE was performed at 85% of the participants adjusted peak wattage (achieved during the VO₂max test). RPE was measured at 1 min intervals using the Borg 6–20 scale. Volume of oxygen exhaled (VO₂), volume of carbon dioxide exhaled (VCO₂), RER, minute ventilation (VE), and HR were recorded using 15 s averages during the TTE. The TTE was terminated when the exerciser failed to maintain ≥60 revolutions per minute for five consecutive seconds [23,24]. Blood lactate was taken immediately after TTE was terminated. Five minutes of rest on the ergometer was given to participants before a post-exercise pulmonary function test was completed.
2.6. Statistical Analyses

Performance during TTE was analyzed by using a 4 (RWU Intensity) × 1 (time) repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA). A 4 (RWU Intensity) × 2 (pre and post TTE) repeated ANOVA was used to assess statistical differences among treatments for blood lactate. A 4 (RWU Intensity) × 6 (pre, 1 min, 2 min, 3 min, 4 min, and post TTE) repeated ANOVA was used to assess statistical differences among treatments for RPE. A \( t \)-test was used to compare the each individual’s best performance against CON. Forced vital capacity (FVC), forced expiratory volume in 1 s (FEV1), forced expiratory volume percentage (FEV1%), forced inspiratory vital capacity (FIVC), and peak expiratory flow (PEF) were analyzed via separate 4 (RWU Intensity) × 3 (baseline, post RWU/pre TTE, and post TTE) repeated ANOVA. Metabolic data were analyzed only to the point of the earliest TTE. Thus, 4 (RWU Intensity) × 13 (time) repeated ANOVA were used to assess statistical differences among treatments for absolute VO\(_2\), VCO\(_2\), RER, VE, and HR. In the presence of a significant F ratio, Tukey’s post hoc test was used to analyze pair-wise comparisons. The alpha level was set at 0.05.

3. Results

3.1. Time to Exhaustion

There were no significant differences (\( p \geq 0.05 \)) across conditions for TTE (4.73 ± 0.33 min). However, 10 of the 11 participants displayed a noticeable improvement (≥25 s) in one of the three experimental conditions (HI, MID, or LO) when compared to CON. Five had their best performance during MID (Figure 2), three during LO (Figure 3), and two during HI (Figure 4). The average improvement among these best trials was 47.6 ± 13.2 s, which was significantly different than CON.

![Figure 2](image.png)

**Figure 2.** Changes in time to exhaustion during a cycling test immediately following a respiratory warm-up, which consisted of two sets of 30 repetitions of maximal breathes while wearing an air flow inhalation restriction device set at 13 mm (HI), 8 mm (MID), or 3 mm (LO) of restriction. A control trial (CON) was performed with no warm-up. Performance during CON was considered zero. The amount of time (seconds) more or less than CON is plotted above for each participant who experienced their best performance during MID.
3.2. Rating of Perceived Exertion and Lactate

There were significant main effects, but not condition interactions, of time for lactate (Table 2) or RPE (Pre = 7.8 ± 1.4, Post = 20.0 ± 0.0).
Table 2. Lactate before and after a time to exhaustion trial. Data are reported as mean ± SD.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Pre</th>
<th>Post</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HI</td>
<td>1.95 ± 0.56</td>
<td>15.38 ± 4.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MID</td>
<td>1.91 ± 0.40</td>
<td>15.80 ± 4.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOW</td>
<td>2.17 ± 0.82</td>
<td>13.74 ± 4.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CON</td>
<td>1.88 ± 0.47</td>
<td>14.20 ± 3.70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3. Pulmonary Function

No time main effects, condition main effects, or time by condition interactions were reported for FVC, FEV₁, FEV₁%, or FIVC. A significant main effect of time and an interaction by condition existed for PEF. Baseline (10.33 ± 1.54, 10.33 ± 1.48, 10.33 ± 1.49 L/s) and post TTE (10.26 ± 1.47, 10.36 ± 1.70, 10.35 ± 1.61) were not different from each other, but were both significantly greater than post RWU (9.89 ± 1.55, 9.88 ± 1.84, 9.68 ± 1.42) for HI, MID, and CON, respectively. Baseline PEF (10.30 ± 1.68) was significantly greater than both post RWU (9.80 ± 1.81) and post TTE (10.06 ± 1.80) during LO.

3.4. Gas Exchange

A main effect of time was statistically significant for VCO₂, VO₂, RER, and HR. However, interaction effects between condition and time were only significant for VCO₂, RER, and VE, while a trend (p < 0.10) existed for VO₂. Regarding VCO₂, CON was significantly greater than MID for all time points up to one minute and 30 s. For time points between 45 s and one minute and 30 s, CON was significantly greater than LOW. Regarding RER, CON was significantly higher than HI, MID, and LO for all time points up to one minute and 30 s, and higher than MID for all time points up to two minutes and 30 s. For VE, CON was significantly greater than LOW and MID, and HI was significantly greater than MID at the one-minute time point.

4. Discussion

The primary findings of this study indicate the effectiveness of the inspiratory RWU is highly contingent upon the intensity (i.e., amount of airflow restriction) being optimized for the individual. If accomplished, the RWU protocol resulted in statistically significant and practically important changes in short-term, cycling to exhaustion performance. Our results also suggest that RWU, regardless of intensity, significantly decreased early stage (of exercise) RER, without altering blood lactate or perceived exertion, or decreasing exercise performance.

4.1. Performance

The interpretation that our RWU provided no performance benefit also holds merit as all conditions (HI, MID, and LO) failed to reach statistical significance. Several potential explanations exist. Firstly, the time between our RWU and the start of our exercise differed from some of the previous research. The current study followed the general methods of previous literature with similar procedures [16,18]. However, we chose to implement a rest interval that was shorter than previous research as it better
reflected practices during normal exercise settings. Others have found performance enhancements when engaging in the RWU 30 min before exercise [25,26]. The optimal rest interval between RWU and exercise remains unclear, but our findings, combined with previous research [25,26], suggest longer may be better than shorter. Secondly, the limitations of the RWU device precluded us from controlling and/or quantifying inspiratory pressure or flow rate during the RWU, meaning we could not standardize conditions between or within participants. This directly influenced our grouped performance results.

Most previous research in this area has focused on identifying physiological mechanisms associated with RWU, not necessarily practitioner-friendly applications. This important stage in the research required scientists to control and monitor as many variables as possible [13–18], and led to the prescription of a desired inspiratory pressure of 40% [19]. Our goal was to examine RWU in setting more realistic to practitioners. Thus, we chose to use an inexpensive, commercially available device, knowing it could not be set to an optimal airflow restriction (per participant) a priori. We directly examined the loading intensity issue by asking participants to repeat the TTE trial under three different settings (which spanned the ability of the device, and was reasonable to complete the protocol). Finding significant differences among conditions was therefore difficult because of the high deviations in performance between each person’s trials. This was particularly evident by the participants who had decreases in performance of ≥18 s (when compared to CON) during HI. These findings support previous research and suggest an optimal range exists for the intensity of a RWU, with too low of an intensity failing to produce benefit and too high of an intensity causing premature respiratory muscle fatigue [19]. However, significant improvements (p < 0.05) in performance were noted when the best trial per person was compared to their own CON trial. No clear patterns emerged among participants who performed best at a given RWU intensity. In conclusion: (1) an ideal inspiratory pressure exists; (2) previous research shows significant benefits of respiratory training [13,14,17,18]; and (3) individualized performance benefits of 10 of the 11 participants were more than double the standard deviation (±20 s) better than CON during at least one of the RWU conditions. This collective evidence allows us the confidence to conclude the protocol has the potential to provide practically important benefits to the physical performance test. The viability of a RWU under different circumstances deserves further investigation. For example, our RWU protocol only targeted the inspiratory muscles. Protocols which target the expiratory muscles (or both) may yield different findings.

4.2. Metabolic Function

The RWU significantly altered ventilation and O₂/CO₂, at least during the first two minutes of exercise. Specifically, the decrease in RER appeared to mirror those of VCO₂, but over a slightly longer time point. This was matched by a corresponding increase in VO₂ (trend). These factors could explain the enhanced VE displayed during the first minute of exercise, and combine to suggest the RWU induced arterial hypocapnia. Unfortunately, this speculation cannot be confirmed as measurement of endtidal CO₂ during the RWU was not possible. Previous studies have found hyperventilation-induced hypocapnia increases locomotor vasoconstriction, decreases muscle perfusion, and reduces O₂ delivery [27,28], which should combine to produce a diminution of exercise performance. Yet, here we report performance enhancement. Explanation of this apparent conundrum is not directly possible with the given data as specific examination of the interplay between RWU and hypocapnia requires an entirely
different study design and focus. The authors can only speculate that either hypocapnia did not occur, or the RWU offset any potential detriments.

4.3. Blood Lactate and Pulmonary Function

Blood lactate was not different between RWU conditions, meaning it does not explain the changes in performance. Similar conclusions were reported in other related studies [14–16]. As expected, performance enhancements cannot be explained by acute changes in pulmonary function either as it was also generally unresponsive to the RWU, which was expected [4,12,14,29–31]. PEF did show condition specific responses, but the magnitude of change (<8%) indicates a limited clinical relevance [32]. Researchers should consider designing future research in a manner that allows specific evaluation of the pulmonary, metabolic, perceptual, muscular, neurological or other mechanisms responsible for performance enhancements.

5. Conclusions

The current study provides unique insight into the effects of RWU. Our data indicate RWU may enhance short-term, high-intensity exercise performance, but only when performed at an optimal intensity (i.e., airflow restriction). Practitioners should implement with caution as intensity differs between individuals, and too difficult of a RWU hinders exercise performance. Further examination of the relationship between (1) performance-based classifications of optimal airflow restriction and (2) previously established guidelines of 40% maximum inspiratory pressure [19] would provide validation to both approaches and afford coaches/users the ability to effectively incorporate RWU into practice. It is unknown if other warm-up protocols (e.g., different volumes, longer rest between RWU, etc.) provide similar benefits. Moreover, the effectiveness of this RWU on exercise of other intensities, durations, or modes (e.g., running, rowing, swimming, etc.) is unknown. Researchers should also apply a similar, application-based research approach to study participants from other populations, particularly those with cardiopulmonary abnormalities. Further investigations in this area would benefit both the scientific community and practitioners.
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